
Who is your intended audience?

Who is your secondary/unintended audience?

What do they already know about your subject?

What are their common beliefs/objections/biases

toward your subject?

What information do they need to make a

decision or take action?

Why are you writing?

Why does this matter to your audience?

How will the audience use this information?

What is the action/feeling/knowledge you want to

impart?

AUDIENCE AND PURPOSE
When answering these questions, think beyond your

immediate surroundings. Put yourself in your reader’s

position and think from their perspective.

Audience

Purpose

Each paragraph should have only one topic

sentence

Usually placed at the beginning (there are

exceptions)

The entire text can be summarized based on

the topic sentences

All sentences relate to a similar thought

Thought progresses in a logical sequence

On average, 4-7 sentences per paragraph

Then/Next/Later/Afterward/Before

Also/In Addition To

Certainly/Of Course/In Particular

Although/Despite/Nevertheless/By

Comparison

Finally/In Conclusion

COHERENT PARAGRAPHS
Paragraphs should be purposeful, on point, and

written in a logical order that aligns with your

purpose and strategy.

Topic Sentence

Unity

Transitions

What is the appropriate personality for the text?

What kind of words and phrases support that

personality?

What is the attitude toward your subject?

How should that attitude be represented in your

writing?

What is your main message?

What is the one takeaway your audience should

understand?

Attention-grabbing headline/title/first sentence

Thought-provoking question/statement

Clear Introduction and Conclusion

Claim of Policy, Fact, or Value (Argumentative

Structure)

Proper Punctuation and Sentence Variety

Call to Action (aka Purpose)

MESSAGE STRATEGY
Before you write, know what you want to say and how

you want to say it.

Style

Tone

Main Point

Hook

Strategy
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Is/Am/Was/Were/Been/Being

Flat, dull writing

Substitute for descriptive, expressive verbs

Focus on the subject

A little/A lot/Some/Several

Large/Small

Good

Very

Thing(s)

It

People

Cliche: To kill two birds with one stone. /All in a

day’s work.

Trite expression: Few and far between./Never a

dull moment.

Does the text support the purpose and main

point?

Are paragraphs organized in a logical

sequence?

Is there a clear call to action?

Are external sources cited properly?

Proper punctuation and grammar

Spelling

Sentence variety and Parallelism

Unnecessary words and phrases

Read your text out loud

Visualize as you go

Have someone else read your writing

When possible, use pen and paper to record

ideas, mark edits, and/or read the final draft

CLARITY
To ensure your message is on point, use descriptive

words, verbs, and phrases. Be specific, and avoid

vague or casual language, as the examples below

highlight.

“Be” Verbs

Vague Words

Cliches and Trite Expressions

PROOFREADING AND REVISING
Never turn in the first draft. Quality writing is the

result of careful

revisions and objective editing.

Double-check:

Tips

To be able to/To be

In order to

That (Ex: He said that he knew/He said he knew)

Actually

Just

You Know

I believe/I feel/I think

Obviously

Redundant words or phrases

Give the subject emphasis, not the object

I threw the ball v. The ball was thrown by me.

Avoid the Perfect and Progressive tenses; use

Simple tense when possible

I will have gone v. I went (Perfect to Simple)
I will be going v. I will go (Progressive to
Simple)

CONCISENESS
Avoid using these common phrases and words.

Remember, if it doesn’t directly support your main

point and purpose, it doesn’t need to be included. 

Active Voice

Verb Tense
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